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Thank goodness for Spring
We don’t like to whinge,
truly, but could the winter have been any wetter? It’s been a year of
firsts, weather wise. The
ewes were all brought
inside not a week before
lambing as is our usual
practice but a whole two
months early, at the beginning of January. They
were muddy and some
were foot sore, but after
a week on deep dry
straw and as much hay
as they could eat, they
looked a great deal perkier.
The sheep were all
scanned to see if they
were carrying singles or
twins or triplets, and we
emptied the machinery
barn and turned it into a
second sheep shed for
all the ewes carrying singles. Separating out the
ewes makes feeding
much easier; sheep carrying single lambs only
require hay, or they are
likely to produce a too-

large lamb which makes
birthing challenging.
Those carrying two or
more lambs require
cake (not sticky buns or
gateaux, but pelleted
feed, or ewe nuts) to
make sure they have
adequate nutrition to
support the extra demands being made on
them. We sorted out
the few foot problems
and knuckled down to a
new regime of tempo-

rary indoor sheep farming. Of course the cattle were (and are) indoors until mid Spring
so we have spent a lot
of time in barns, one
way or another. We
have been grateful
every day that we were
able to make a mass of
forage (hay and haylage) last summer
which has made this
farming change much
easier.

Even so, I do hope
that this isn’t something we have to do
every winter in future—the sheep didn’t seem to mind one
bit, but it makes land
management very
challenging as saturated ground is impossible to work on.
We will be playing
catch-up as soon as
the ground is hard
enough.

Ewes expecting single lambs in machinery barn
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Lambing 2016
So, how did lambing go? Considering the poor weather in
the lead up, this season’s
lambing was the best ever.
We had 100% live births.
Now to those of you who
don’t breed anything, you
might think this is a given, but
nationally UK farmers aim for
5% losses as a hopeful benchmark; lamb deaths from birth
to three days-old in the majority of UK flocks ranges from
10 to 25 per cent so we are
delighted, amazed and thoroughly cheered. We did,
sadly, lose one lamb of triplets at two weeks old, absolutely fine in the evening,
found dead the following
morning, but still...
As I write we have two ewes
with their twin lambs in the
crèche. The machinery barn
was turned into a hospital
unit for ewes and lambs that
need a bit of extra care. One
ewe has mastitis and isn’t
providing adequate milk for
her lambs, so we are treating
the ewe and bottle feeding
the lambs, although they are
suckling some from mum.
The other ewe is old and
struggling to produce much
milk, so again her lambs are
being bottle fed while the
mum gets extra rations; neither mum will be breeding
again.
One of our ewes who is very

slight of build and yet produces a
stonking single lamb each year
decided she’d try for twins this
time. When she was scanned we
were dumbfounded, but not as
much as when I watched her
produce the first lamb—it was
HUGE in proportion to the ewe.
And then, as an afterthought,
out slithered a tiny wee girl. She

weighed 1.6k compared to her big
brother’s 3.6k, so we put mum and
babes into the crèche for a couple of
weeks until Minnie put on 2 kilos
thanks to her mum having plenty of
milk.
And now our task is to keep them all
thriving til weaning at the end of July.
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Devon Rubies head off to Gloucestershire
Another first is that our herd of
Devon Rubies is now big enough
to warrant selling off some lovely
heifers for other people to breed
from. At 11 months old, South

Yeo Pandora and South Yeo
Placid have found an excellent new home on drier
ground, so went from our
winter shed out to grass at

the beginning of March to accompany a couple of Dexters (you can
see one of their black bums in the
photo). Lucky, lucky girls. Best of
luck with them Julie!

The return of the Baking Fool
As you may remember,
Andrew does the late night
lambing shifts, so bakes
when things are quiet. I
get up early to sniff the air
with glee, stuffing a bun in
my pocket as I go up to the
lambing shed. This year he
made loads of beautiful
knot rolls, lemon & almond
buns, apple & pecan buns,
hot x buns, chocolate custard muffins and many
other good things. Dan
Lepard’s Short & Sweet
baking book has been well
used.

Lemon & almond buns, oozing marzipan
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Mechanisation arrives at South Yeo
Neither of us have bad backs, but
neither of us want bad backs so
we decided to mechanise the
daily mucking out of the cow
sheds before we started to creak.
Second hand Ruby, a dinky JCB
skidsteer, is a fantastic addition to
the farm; I can drive her with
ease and the only downside is
that she makes that ghastly beep
beep when reversing—and
there’s a lot of reversing. So the
huge barrowloads of muck we
used to trek up and down a steep
track are a distant memory.

Agile Mack
Andrew has been having a great deal
of fun with Mack at weekly agility
classes, even managing to attend
throughout lambing. Mack is far
quicker off the mark than my Bernese
dogs (sorry Mopsa, Fenn and Mabel),
and nothing pleases him more than
leaping over fences, through hoops,
weaving in and out of poles and generally acting like a deliriously happy athlete.
I chose this picture of him because it
gives a sense of the awesome speed at
which he tackles the task at hand.
Even better, Andrew has had a hoot
building jumps, weave poles and all
kinds of equipment. Luckily, Mack immediately shows his appreciation by
ignoring anyone telling him this is
meant to be difficult and just does it,
in pretty much any direction and
twenty times in a row.
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Contact us:

Minnie and Mickey (and Debbie)

Debbie Kingsley & Andrew Hubbard
South Yeo Farm West
Northlew
Okehampton
Devon, EX20 3PS
Tel: 01837 810569
Debbie@southyeofarmwest.co.uk
Andrew@southyeofarmwest.co.uk
Farm: www.southyeofarmwest.co.uk
Courses: www.smallholdertraining.co.uk
Follow us on twitter: @southyeofarm

For sale
We have lots of things for sale, with beautiful lambskins available now and meat boxes available at various points in the year:
Luxurious curly Whiteface Dartmoor lambskins
Cream with chocolate border or chocolate with
cream border Badgerface lambskins
Lamb boxes for delivery Sept/Oct/Nov
Devon Ruby beef boxes for delivery dates tbc
Smallholder courses
Cob oven building days
Pilgrim goose hatching eggs
Check out the website http://
www.southyeofarmwest.co.uk/forsale.html

